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 She reveals how the traditional concepts and locations of the chakras
correspond directly with her biofield discoveries. in the biofield,
leading to a breakdown of order, framework, and function in the body.
2015 Nautilus Silver Award When Eileen McKusick began providing sound
therapy in her massage practice she soon discovered she could use tuning
forks to find and hear disturbances in the energy field, or biofield,
that encircled each of her clients. Information how to locate stored
trauma in the biofield with a tuning fork and obvious it • She
discovered these energetic disturbances correlated with the
psychological and physical traumas her clients had experienced
throughout their lives, the biofield acting as a record of pain,
tension, and trauma from gestation onward. Passing the forks through
these areas in the biofield not only corrected the distorted vibrational
sounds she was hearing but also imparted consistent, predictable, and
sometimes instant relief from pain, stress, insomnia, migraines,
depressive disorder, fibromyalgia, digestive disorders, and a bunch of
other issues.s guide to Appear Balancing provides new avenues of healing
for energy workers, therapeutic massage therapists, sound healers, and
those looking to overcome chronic illness and release the traumas of
their past. In this reserve, McKusick explains the entire practice of
Audio Balancing and illustrations of her Biofield Anatomy Map. She
details how to use tuning forks to get and clear pain and trauma kept in
the biofield.A guide to the practice of Sound Balancing, using tuning
forks to clear trauma stored in the human being energy field •
Discovering the science behind Audio Balancing, she examines scientific
research on the nature of audio and energy and explains how experiences
of trauma generate “pathological oscillations” Offers a precise map of
the energetic biofield that surrounds your body, showing where specific
emotions, memories, traumas, and discomfort are stored • Supplying a
revolutionary perspective on mind, energy, memory space, and trauma,
McKusick’ Now, nearly 20 years afterwards, McKusick has fully developed
her sound healing method, which she phone calls Sound Balancing, and
made a map of the biofield, revealing the complete locations where
specific feelings, memories, ailments, and traumas are stored.
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Excellent book, very uncommon to get information. It works regardless of
your beliefs. It just has basic information. Studying author's journey,
from someone sound-challenged to a audio therapist was very inspiring
and I found greater than I expected. Readable, very educational and
captivating.- The reserve offers a practical way to verify some theories
about chakras and biofield/aura.- This is the easiest and most effective
energy healing technique that I've ever seen. I've been trained before
into some similar others which are more complicated, more costly and far
less efficient. I am able to correct quickly some medical issues half
way in to the book. It had been true, the DVD helped a lot. the adrenal
rhythm balancing). There's more on author's web site and on youtube, you
may want to see that initial (google author's name). (which she Did NOT)
Please read this publication, you will discover out even more about her
and how she discovered this new method of assisting to heal our former
traumas, both emotional and physical. About 50 % of the reserve (by
pages) is about scientific theories to describe why it might work and
half about what she discovered and how to use it.- The book contains a
whole lot of information from many resources, blended with author's
knowledge in 19+ years, in a clear and useable way. She told me about my
childhood trauma, trauma as a teenager and adult, therefore much more
she'd have never known without having conversations or meeting me face
to face. That is a revolutionary practice predicated on a comsmology I
can do business with.If you're thinking about this book, some tips about
what Let me share:- The reserve is very well structured and detailed
instructions for all those practice-oriented along with lots of
references and bibliography for individuals who want more scientific
background. You can say that's not accurate until you do what it says
and feel it. Priceless! Scientific thoughts could have probably sailed
through it, nonetheless it was a little more challenging for me. Go
right to the classics Overrated.- There are some techniques that I
haven't noticed somewhere else, very effective and an easy task to
integrate in various other therapeutic methods (ex. But all that info is
actually in the book, clearly described by the writer without any
methods. All you have to to do is just read, understand, then take a
tuning fork and do it as defined in the book. weaponized Best book I've
ever read.- I probably can't emphasize enough, but the information in it
really is priceless, and it's really assembled in an user friendly
structure that you won't find elsewhere for just the price of this
publication, maybe if you don't spend years and thousands. I applied
what I read instantly and that was the permanent fix. Half way through
this reserve I unexpectedly discovered the answer to a chronic health
issue that affected me for the last five years, for which I spent before
quite a lot of time and cash. If you have any healers in your loved
ones, please share this book with them. Just trust yourself, there is
nothing to dread and nothing to lose. The reserve is similar to a Work-
in-progress journal, while earning from still evolving theories. You



will be happy you achieved it. A Revolutionary/Transformative Method to
heal and balance past Traumas dealing with Tuning Forks in the Human
BioField around our b I personally guarantee you this is actually the
best publication you will EVER read about the Revolutionary and
Transformative Technology of Tuning the Human being Biofield and how her
protocol can potentially balance/very clear/transform iit. EIleen
teaches her process, and you could find out even more and also see her
doing it on her Dvd movie and on her internet site biofieldtuning.com .
It's truly amazing, and with her scientific approach to this unique
subject material, I could say from personal experience (distant healing
periods from her (Vermont) if you ask me (California) I can verify her
amazing insight without ever meeting me.You will need a tuning fork to
work on somebody else (see the author's site for the kits) and you may
need to know at the least energy healing if you want to work on yourself
(I used Reiki but anything similar will do, maybe e-mail to the writer
or discuss with, it's quite easy).- The writer takes a methodical,
scientific strategy without getting lost in technology or falling into
esoteric an excessive amount of. Can't say it's all so easy but if a
skeptical engineer like me could do it, I think anyone can do it.
Jointly, perhaps we are able to all help transform the world into a
kinder, gentler place.Upgrade: I registered to take her program in San
Diego in December of 2015 going for a chance seeing that A Senior ( not
in highschool :)) that perhaps it might be too complicated enjoy it was
in Acutonics ( acutonics is mainly for acupuncturists to use tuning
forks )for me personally as a non medical person . I was SO amazed it
really functions , I discovered it, and the shifts are profound at a
distance too as I have already been practicing on human beings and dogs
since course. I am at Level 2 class now and after learning many energy
recovery modalities ( reiki, soma energetics, psychk, matrix energetics,
healing touch , the emotion code, theta recovery plus) this is the
shortest & most direct route I've found. Bless you Eileen McKusick.
Fascinating technique So I expected that the publication would be mostly
about technique and that is not the case. I would have loved more
description of technique and mapping of the biofield.- By "weight" most
likely the book is 80-90% real stuff in what to do and how to do it. The
initial three-quarters of the reserve is quite scientific and detailed
and while fascinating it was a little tough for me to complete. I am
glad that I stuck with it and desire to integrate this technique into my
Reiki practice, I find it fascinating and it does make complete sense if
you ask me.Thanks to the author for sharing her many years of experience
and understanding! It's so comprehensive that later I purchased the DVD
thinking I'm going to learn the technique faster. An excellent read but
not really easy to practice/apply.I'd strongly encourage anyone
interested to give it a try. Wealth of information I thought it was
likely to have protocols for vibrational healing. It's difficult to
produce a brief and fair review to such a good book. It's quite simple!



inspirational this book is amaing, i've already ordered the authors
delixe tuning fork package and signed up for her class. Awesome!The
information may be used with other methods, even minus the tuning forks,
once you learn how. Many thanks Eileen!!! great new Great book about
understanding our auric field Looking towards using my tuning fork and
understanding the auric line of business and healing. Great read! Just
as the explanation said and arrived quickly. Great book and explains a
vast understanding of the complexity and simpleness of life.
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